Select an ice breaker activity from the WWP small group leader workbook to create a more personal connection in your small group.

This week you will be showing TTD Connect Coffee Talk 1. We recommend that you watch the video as a group, then review the outline of the talk found in your study guide.

PROGRAM LOGISTICS
Leader SHARE Refer to small group leader resource, The First Session, for an overview on how to Lead this first meeting.

TALK OUTLINE
1. Jesus invites us to:
   a. receive the Holy Spirit in our hearts, and become His dwelling place.
   b. experience precious intimacy with Him through the Eucharist.
   c. be transformed by our closeness to Him.

2. Who am I? I am God’s beloved daughter, I belong to the Lord.
   a. nothing will take away God’s love for me.
   b. giving my real self to God each day in prayer will produce a freedom that no other remedy will ever offer.

PRAYER REQUESTS
Leader NOTE Explain how part of experiencing Christ in a personal way is asking Him for help with our specific needs, and being open to seeing how He transforms answers and blesses us. While we often think first of the needs of the world and people we care about, WWP encourages the use of this time to specifically ask for prayers for ourselves. Be prepared to ask for your intention first if participants are reluctant to start.

Review post-session self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook.
INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE: Explain that this week we will be discussing Christ in the context of where He came from. Invite women to open their Bibles to the Gospel of John, Chapter 1.

Leader ASK: Volunteer to read the last three paragraphs of the introduction.

DAY ONE
Leader ASK: John 1:1-9
Leader ASK: Q1A, Q1B, share that answer key in back of study is useful resource for additional insights
Group SHARE: Q1 C (factual), review factual questions quickly to allow time for discussion questions
Leader ASK: Q2 A, direct women to reflect silently on their response.
Leader ASK: Q2B (factual)
Group SHARE: Q2C, allow few minutes for response, then be prepared to share own perspective if needed
Volunteer READ: QYH Second paragraph aloud to group

DAY TWO
Leader ASK: John 1:10-18
Leader ASK: Q1A first question (factual)
Group SHARE: Q1A, second and third questions
Leader READ: Q2 introduction and ask for volunteer to read 2 verses cited and respond to question
Leader ASK: Q3, Q4A and 4B (factual)
Leader READ: Q4C, invite participants to reflect on their prayer.
Volunteer READ: QYH section

DAY THREE
Leader ASK: John 1:19-34
Leader ASK: Q1, all parts (factual)
Leader ASK: Q2 and Q3, refer to the answer key for further insights.
Group SHARE: Q4
Leader READ: QYH, encouraging participants to highlight for personal reflection later.

DAY FOUR
Leader READ: John 1:35-42
Leader ASK: Introduction to Q 1
Group SHARE: Q1 response
Leader ASK: Q2
Volunteer READ: Introduction to Q3, ask for group to respond
Leader NOTE: The QYH section can be turned into a prayer. Invite participants to reflect on these each week.

DAY FIVE
Leader READ: John 1:43-51
Leader ASK: Introduction to Q1
Group SHARE: Q1 response
Volunteer READ: Introduction to Q2 and Genesis 28:11-19
Leader ASK: Q2A, Q2B, Q2C (factual), quickly

CONCLUSION
ASK Volunteer to read
VERSE STUDY: Invite participants to refer to Appendix for guidance in completing a verse study.

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to each week.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE  “Today we will discuss Christ as our true source of fulfillment.” Ask participants to open Bibles to John 2.
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read from the introduction, paragraphs 6 and 7 that begin with, “In our fast-paced culture...” and another volunteer to read aloud the miracles listed in paragraph 8.

DAY ONE  John 2: 1-12
Leader READ First 3 sentences in first paragraph, and second paragraph beginning with, “A weeklong celebration...”
Leader ASK  Move through Qs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 quickly (factual questions)
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read the last paragraph in Quiet Your Heart (QYH), that starts with, “Up until...”
Leader ASK  For reflections on QYH section. “What stood out to you?”

DAY TWO  John 2: 1-12
Leader ASK  Q1 (factual), asking participants to look at the response in total before answering
Group SHARE  The Biblical significance of wine from these verses
Leader ASK  Share the ways the miracle at Cana illustrates the miracle Christ wants to perform in each of us, using Q2 A, B & C as a guide.

DAY THREE  John 2:11
Leader NOTE  Share that the answer key found in the back of the study guide is a great resource for additional insights..
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read John 2:11 aloud to the group.
Leader ASK  Q1 (factual), then ask participants to ponder responses to 2A and 2B, then volunteer to share 2C response
Leader READ  Q3 aloud and encourage participants to reflect on their responses.
Leader READ  Last sentence in QYH beginning with, “Because you love me so much...”

DAY FOUR  John 2:13-25
Volunteer READ Opening section for Q1 and read aloud parts A, B and C.
Leader ASK  Volunteer to answer Q1 (factual)
Leader ASK  Q 2, 3A, 3B (all factual) and another volunteer to share responses to 3C with the group.
Leader READ  QYH aloud, inviting participants to underline those phrases that speak to them personally.

DAY FIVE  John 2:13-25
Leader ASK  Q1 and Q2A quickly (factual).
Leader NOTE  Q2B is for personal reflection.
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read aloud the first paragraph in Q3 and invite women to underline words that speak to them.
Leader READ  Aloud second paragraph in question 3 and then pose question.
Leader ASK  Volunteer to respond to 3A, 3B and 3C, considering verses together when responding.
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read second and third paragraphs in QYH section, beginning with Isaiah 43:18-19

CONCLUSION
Leader READ  Last paragraph of the conclusion, calling out the last two sentences of the paragraph

VERSE STUDY  John 2:10, walk participants through steps and refer them to the appendix for instructions.

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to.

After lesson, review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook

©Walking with Purpose, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE  Explain that you will be discussing, “Jesus, the Gift Giver.” Ask all to open their Bibles to John 3.
Leader READ  Paragraphs 1 and 2, highlighting, “A lack of humility or courage can lead us to stagnate.”
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read the last paragraph of the introduction.

DAY ONE  John 3:1-8
Group SHARE  Q1 A and B
Leader ASK  Q2 A, B, and C, reminding participants that the answer key provides additional insights.
Leader READ  Paragraph for Q3 aloud.
Group SHARE  Response to Q3.
Leader ASK  Q 4, responding yourself if participants are hesitant to share.
Leader NOTE  Psalm 51:12 in QYH

DAY TWO  John 3:8-15
Leader READ  Q1 aloud, then ask for volunteers willing to share their “before and after” testimony.
Group SHARE  Q1
Leader ASK  Q 2, 3 and 4 (factual), quickly.
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read the QYH paragraph that begins with, “we are like a glove…”

DAY THREE  John 3:16-21
Leader ASK  Q 1 and Q 2 (factual).
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read John 3:17 and 2 Peter 3:9
Leader ASK  Q3, “Is it God’s desire to condemn people?”
Group SHARE  Q3 responses
Leader ASK  If anyone relates to the belief noted in QYH that we must be “cleaned up” to be loved by God. Wait for responses.

DAY FOUR  John 3:22-30
Leader READ  Q1 text and questions, pausing for personal reflection (not sharing) until the last question.
Leader ASK  “How can John the Baptist’s example help us grow in contentment?” 1 Cor 12:4-11, Jer 29:11
Group SHARE  Q2
Leader READ  Q3
Leader NOTE  QYH prayer can be incorporated into closing prayer.

DAY FIVE  John 3:31-36
Leader READ  Paragraph at Q1
Leader ASK  Q 1A
Leader ASK  Q1B (factual)
Group SHARE  Q2, Q3, allowing extra time for discussion

CONCLUSION
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read entire conclusion

VERSE STUDY
Leader NOTE  Encourage participants to do verse study whenever possible, perhaps on a weekend day. Invite them to refer to the appendix for a reminder on how to do a verse study.

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Encourage participants to commit to a listed resolution or create their own. Incorporate QYH prayer from Day 4 into closing prayer.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook

©Walking with Purpose. Inc.
This week you will be showing TTD Connect Coffee Talk 2, and discussing Lesson 4, Jesus the Living Water. We recommend that you watch the video as a group, then review highlights of the lesson. This could be divided into two sessions if desired.

INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE Explain that this week we will be discussing Christ as our true source of fulfillment. Invite women to open their Bibles to John, Chapter 4 and their study guides to Connect Coffee Talk 2.

Leader PLAY: TTD Talk 2 is accessible via free online streaming from WWP website, purchased DVD or download. Participants can follow the talk outline in study guides. Discussion questions covered in the lesson review.

DAY ONE John 4:1-8
Leader ASK Q1 A
Group SHARE Q1 B
Leader ASK Q2A
Group SHARE Q2B

DAY TWO John 4:7-15
Leader ASK Q1 (factual), Q2, A, B, C, D (factual), rather quickly
Leader ASK Q3 (factual)
Group SHARE Q3 B
Leader NOTE Encourage participants to mark Psalm 63 1-5 in their Bibles

DAY THREE John 4:16-26
Leader ASK Q1 A, B and C (factual)
Leader ASK Q2
Group SHARE Q3

DAY FOUR John 4:27-42
Leader ASK Q1 8 Q2
Group SHARE Q3
Leader NOTE The QYH section can be turned into a prayer. Consider having a volunteer pray this at the end of the session.

DAY FIVE John 4:43-54
Leader ASK Question at end of Q1, Q2
Group SHARE Q3
Leader ASK Volunteer to read paragraph following Q3
Leader SHARE Point to the truths we can meditate on to counter the lies from the devil, found in the QYH section.

CONCLUSION Invite women to note the first paragraph of the Conclusion as you will probably not have time to review.

VERSE STUDY Skip review for this week.

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to. Incorporate QYH prayer from Day 4 into closing prayer.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook

©Walking with Purpose, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Leader READ  Last three paragraphs of introduction, citing Scripture verses when quoted. Invite participants to open their Bibles to the gospel of John, Chapter 5.

DAY ONE  John 5: 1-6
Leader ASK  Q1, Q2 A
Leader NOTE  Q2B is personal, invite participants to share only if they feel comfortable doing so
Group SHARE  Q3 A, B & C, what it means to be “lukewarm” and what Jesus says about being “lukewarm.”
Volunteer READ  QYH section

DAY TWO  John 5: 1-9
Leader ASK  Q1 A, B & C and Q2A quickly
Leader NOTE  Q2B is personal and participants can share if they feel comfortable doing so
Group SHARE  Q2C, look at all three verses as a whole, asking for insights
Volunteer READ  QYH section

DAY THREE  John 5: 9-18
Leader ASK  Q1 A, B & C quickly, then ASK their thoughts about paragraph following Q1C
Group SHARE  Q2, Q3
Leader ASK  Q4 A & B
Leader ASK  Personal insights from the QYH

DAY FOUR  John 5: 18-29
Leader  NOTE  For a change of pace, consider asking for a few volunteers to pose the questions on this DAY
Volunteers ASK  Q1, Q2 A & B, Q3 A & B (quickly)
Group SHARE  Q4
Leader ASK  Q5
Volunteer SHARE  Main points from QYH
Leader NOTE  The last few lines of QYH could be used as a closing prayer, starting with: “Oh, Spirit of love, come fill...”

DAY FIVE  John 5: 30-47
Leader ASK  Q1, Q2, Q3
Volunteer READ  QYH section

CONCLUSION
Group SHARE  Insights from conclusion
Leader READ  “The key to experiencing that kind of life (a fulfilling, healthy life of wholeness and purpose) is listening attentively to Jesus in prayer and walking the road of obedience to His will,” (found near the end of the first paragraph); and quote from St. Therese of Lisieux.

VERSE STUDY  If time remains, ask a volunteer to read aloud John 5:23 aloud and share personal insights.

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook

©Walking with Purpose, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE
Share that this lesson we will focus on the gift of the Eucharist to fill, satisfy and strengthen us.
Ask participants to open their Bibles to the gospel of John, Chapter 6.

DAY ONE
John 6:16-21
Volunteer READ
Paragraph before Q1
Group SHARE
Q1
Leader ASK
Q2 A, B B C
Group SHARE
Q 2 D
Leader ASK
Q3
Leader ASK
What stood out from the QYH section
Leader NOTE
QYH second paragraph can be turned into a beautiful closing prayer, beginning, “Lord, satisfy me...”

DAY TWO
John 6:16-21
Leader ASK
Q1, both questions
Volunteer ASK
Q2
Group SHARE
Q3 A, B B C
Volunteer READ
QYH section

DAY THREE
John 6:22-51
Group DISCUSS
Q1, The Bread of Life Discourse, 8 Q2 A & B
Leader ASK
Q3 A, B B C (factual), quickly
Volunteer ASK
Q4
Leader READ
From QYH, “Remember that even if you check everything off your to-do list, you won’t be satisfied...”

DAY FOUR
John 6:52-59
Leader NOTE
Be fearlessly positive by encouraging participants to memorize key verses in these passages (John 6:52-59) to “know why we believe so we can help others find real fulfillment in Christ.”
Leader ASK
Q1A, B & C, Q2, Q3
Group DISCUSS
paragraph following Q3
Volunteer ASK
Q4
Volunteer READ
QYH section

DAY FIVE
John 6:60-71
Leader ASK
Q1, Q2 A B B
Volunteer READ
Paragraph following Q2 B
Leader NOTE
Q2 C is a personal question, so invite participants to share only if they feel comfortable doing so.
Leader ASK
If anyone would like to share a summary of John 6:52-69 in their own words.
Leader NOTE
The prayer in QYH, written by St. Teresa of Calcutta, can be used as a closing prayer.

CONCLUSION
Leader ASK
“What did the Lord reveal to you through this lesson on JESUS, THE EUCHARIST?” Allow extra time for group sharing

VERSE STUDY
Remind participants to refer to the Appendix to revisit how to do verse study on their own

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to. Incorporate QYH prayer from Day 5 into closing prayer.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
©Walking with Purpose, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Leader ASK  “What stood out to you from the Introduction?” Invite participants to open their Bibles to John 7.
Leader READ  Final paragraph of Introduction, starting with, “Sometimes life brings us major difficulties…”

DAY ONE  John 7:1-10
Leader ASK  Q1
Volunteer READ  Two paragraphs at Q2 and ask question at the end
Leader ASK  Q3 A
Group SHARE  Q3 B
Leader NOTE  Encourage participants to reflect on QYH, asking God to reveal how He wants us to spend our time.

DAY TWO  John 7:10-24
Leader ASK  Q, both questions
Group SHARE  Q2 & Q3
Group DISCUSS  Commentary from The Better Part
Group SHARE  Q4 & Q5
Leader NOTE  Suggest underline, “The disposition of our will determines our capacity to recognize the truth.”
Volunteer READ  QYH section, starting with, “Ask God to reveal to you the true disposition of your will…”

DAY THREE  John 7:25-36
Leader ASK  Q1
Group SHARE  Q2 (note answer key for additional reference)
Leader ASK  Q3 & Q4
Leader ASK  Personal insights from QYH

DAY FOUR  John 7:37-39
Group DISCUSS  The four paragraphs before Q1 (summarize if needed)
Leader ASK  Q1
Volunteer READ  Paragraph at Q2
Leader ASK  Q2 A & B
Volunteer READ  paragraph at Q3
Group SHARE  Questions at end of Q3
Volunteer READ  QYH section

DAY FIVE  John 7:40-53
Volunteer READ  Paragraph at Q1
Group SHARE  Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4
Leader ASK  “What resonates with you from the QYH section?”  Allow extra time for discussion

CONCLUSION
Leader ASK  “What can we glean from this lesson on JESUS, OUR MODEL OF FIDELITY?”
Volunteer READ  Last two paragraphs of Conclusion starting with, “The Holy Spirit fills us with all we need…”

VERSE STUDY  If time permits, discuss Verse Study

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE Invite participants to open their Bibles to John 8. Ask volunteers to read the last 3 introductory paragraphs.

DAY ONE John 8:1-11
Leader SHARE Place yourself in the scene of John 8: 1-11, using the paragraph above Q1 as an additional guide
Leader ASK Q1 A
Group SHARE Q1 B
Leader ASK for insights from Q2
Leader NOTE The last three lines from Q2 could be turned into an additional resolution choice
Volunteer ASK Q3
Leader ASK Volunteers to share reflections on QYH section. What stood out to you?

DAY TWO John 8:12-20
Group SHARE Commentary from The Better Part
Leader ASK Q1 A, one response for each verse
Group SHARE Q1 B
Leader NOTE See Answer Key for examples to Q1 B if needed, and/or be prepared to share to further illustrate responses.
Encourage participants to write prayer in Q2 on their own time if they haven’t already.
Leader READ QYH section

DAY THREE John 8:21-30
Group SHARE Q1, all parts
Leader ASK Q2, volunteers to read Matthew 27:45-54 and John 8:28
Group SHARE Q3
Leader READ First sentence in QYH beginning with, “Take a moment to contemplate the fact...”

DAY FOUR John 8:31-38
Leader READ Paragraph preceding Q1
Leader ASK Q1 & Q2, with volunteers reading cited verse aloud
Group SHARE Q3 and Q4 A, B & C
Leader NOTE The QYH section can be turned into a prayer. Invite a volunteer to pray this at the end of your meeting.

DAY FIVE John 8:39-59
Leader READ Paragraph at Q1
Leader ASK question at end of Q1, Q2, referring to answer key for insights as needed
Group SHARE Q3
Leader Ask Volunteer to read aloud paragraph following Q3
Leader SHARE Point to the truths we can meditate on to counter the lies from the devil, found in the QYH section.

CONCLUSION
Leader ASK “What insights would you like to share about Jesus, the Light of the World from this lesson?”

VERSE STUDY

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to.

Share that the next session is a Connect Coffee; a perfect opportunity to invite a friend to meet new women over coffee, watch an inspiring video and join in an inviting discussion!
This week you will be showing TTD Connect Coffee Talk 3. We recommend that you watch the video as a group, then review the outline of the talk found in your study guide.

**INTRODUCTION**
Leader NOTE Introduce any guests to the group; invite them to your small breakout group/table or with the participant who had invited them.

**TALK OUTLINE**
Leader NOTE Invite participants to follow the talk outline found in their study guides and to share with any guests.

1. Freedom from the pain of the past
2. Freedom from the pain of the present
3. Freedom from the fear of the future

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**
Leader ASK Volunteer to read aloud Q1 for the group.
Group SHARE Response to Q1

Leader READ Q2
Group SHARE Response to Q2, be prepared to share own response if participants are hesitant to share

Leader READ Q3
Group SHARE Response to Q3, be prepared to share own response if if participants are hesitant to share

**PRAYER REQUESTS**
Leader NOTE Allow 10 minutes for participants to share personal prayer intentions and invite guests to ask for prayers as well.

Review post-session self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
INTRODUCTION
Leader SHARE  “This lesson focuses on Jesus as our Consoler. What stood out to you from the Introduction?”

DAY ONE    John 9: 1-2
Leader ASK  Q1 using Job 31:3, Psalm 107:17, and Tobit 3:3 for insight; Q2
Group SHARE Q3, Q4, Q5
Leader ASK  “What did you learn from the QYH section about suffering?”

DAY TWO    John 9:3-4
Leader ASK  Q1
Leader READ paragraph following Q1
Group SHARE Q2 & Q3
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read 2 Corinthians 4: 7-11 as found in QYH section
Leader NOTE The prayer at the end of the QYH section can be used as a prayer at the end of the session.

DAY THREE    John 9: 5-17
Volunteer ASK Q1 A
Leader ASK  Q1 B
Leader ASK  “Does anyone want to share some of the ways you’ve been transformed since following Christ (Q2)?”
Leader NOTE Be prepared to share your answer to Q2 if no one responds.
Leader ASK  Q3
Leader ASK  “Has anyone experienced a time where you felt inadequate in terms of sharing your faith?”
Leader NOTE Point out 1 Corinthians 1:27-29 as written in QYH

DAY FOUR    John 9:18-34
Volunteer READ the story of Jesus healing the blind man, John 9:18-34, aloud
Group SHARE Q1 A, B & C
Leader ASK  Q2
Group SHARE Q3 A & B
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read QYH aloud

DAY FIVE    John 9:35-41
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read paragraph at Q1 and ASK Q1
Leader ASK  Volunteer to read Psalm 34:19, Psalm 18:17, and Psalm 23:4 aloud
Leader ASK  “Which one of these verses offers you the most encouragement at the current time?” Invite participants to write down the verse on a note card and carry with them this week to meditate on.
Leader ASK  Q2 & Q3
Leader ASK  for insights from the QYH section

CONCLUSION
Leader ASK  Volunteers to read first, second and third paragraph of the Conclusion

VERSE STUDY

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to. Incorporate QYH prayer from Day 2 into closing prayer.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook

©Walking with Purpose, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE Allow extra time for Day Five, as the questions allow for rich discussion, especially Q1 & Q2
Leader SHARE “Today we’re discussing Jesus, our Good Shepherd”
Leader ASK “What do we learn about sheep from the Introduction? How are we similar to sheep?”
Leader ASK Volunteer to read last paragraph of the introduction aloud

DAY ONE
Leader ASK John 10: 1-6
Leader READ paragraph at Q3
Leader ASK John 10: 7-21
Leader READ paragraph at Q4, reading scripture verses aloud if time allows
Leader NOTE paragraph following Q4, and ask for participants’ reflections on Jesus as the Good Shepherd
Leader ASK Volunteer to read aloud quote from Saint John Damascene
Leader READ from the QYH section, starting with “Take heart!” to end

DAY TWO
Leader ASK John 10: 22-28
Leader READ paragraph at Q3
Group SHARE Q3 A & B, noting the difference between what our spiritual enemies seek and our Good Shepherd seeks.
Leader ASK John 10: 29-42
Leader ASK Q4
Group SHARE Q5
Leader ASK Volunteer to read QYH aloud

DAY THREE
Leader ASK John 10
Leader ASK Q1 & Q2
Group SHARE Q3, allowing time to encourage those who feel they don’t hear Him, and review noted scripture passages
Volunteer ASK Q4
Leader ASK “What stood out from the QYH section and Day Three?”

DAY FOUR
Leader ASK John 10
Leader NOTE If time allows, read some of the noted scripture verses aloud and note CCC 548
Leader NOTE Highlight the questions for personal reflection in the QYH section

DAY FIVE
Group SHARE Q1, Q2 & Q3, allowing extra time for deeper discussion of Q1 and Q2
Leader NOTE If time allows, pass out index cards and invite each participant to write Isaiah 53: 5-6, replacing the word our with her name

CONCLUSION
Leader ASK “What stood out to you from the Conclusion? What does it mean to you that Jesus is your Good Shepherd?”

VERSE STUDY Remind participants of the verse study and to refer to the appendix for instructions

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to. Encourage participants to keep prayer requests personal to them.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook

©Walking with Purpose. Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Leader READ Last line in the third paragraph and then read the entire fourth paragraph.
Leader ASK Participants to open their Bibles to John chapter 11.

DAY ONE
John 11: 1-16
Leader ASK Q1
Leader ASK Volunteer to read paragraph at Q2 and ask question
Group SHARE Q3
Leader ASK Q4, noting additional information in answer key as a resource and Q5
Leader ASK Volunteer to read quote from Warren Wiershe in QYH, “God’s love for His own is not a pampering love…”

DAY TWO
John 11: 17-27
Leader ASK Volunteer to read Luke 10: 38-42 aloud
Leader ASK Q1 A & B
Leader READ First 5 sentences of paragraph at Q2; skip to question at end, inviting women to share their “if-only” story
Group SHARE Q2, responding for yourself if participants are slow to share
Leader ASK Q3, noting Answer Key for additional reflection after women have a chance to share
Leader ASK Q4 A & B, noting that Q4 C is for personal reflection only
Leader ASK “Do you find it easy or difficult to follow the example of Mary and Martha as stated in QYH? Why or why not?”

DAY THREE
John 11: 28-37
Volunteer ASK Q1 and Leader NOTE the practical tips provided in the study guide answer key
Leader ASK Q2, Q3, Q4 A
Volunteer ASK Q4 B and Leader NOTE additional information in the answer key
Leader NOTE From QYH, that Jesus is present with you in the midst of your suffering.

DAY FOUR
John 11: 38-44
Volunteer ASK Q1, Q2 A
Leader ASK Q2 B and have women call to mind silently any “hopeless” situation, then ASK how the verses from Q 2 C can help us
Leader ASK Q3, and after hearing responses, HIGHLIGHT “The Giver is more precious than the gift.”
Group SHARE Q4
Leader ASK Share thoughts on Saint Augustine’s connecting the sacrament of penance to the raising of Lazarus
Leader NOTE As found in QYH, that “Thankful prayers” help our mind-set to become more positive

DAY FIVE
John 11: 45-57
Leader ASK Q1, Q2 & Q3 noting comments in answer key for additional insights
Leader ASK “Do you believe God can take the most horrible circumstances and bring good from them?” Wait for positive responses and end by highlighting the last few sentences of QYH starting with, “Take heart!”

CONCLUSION
Leader ASK “What stood out to you in the Conclusion?” Allow extra time for sharing
Leader NOTE Consider incorporating prayer at the end into closing prayer for the session.

VERSE STUDY If time, ask for insights on John 11:40

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions can be made from examples provided or created. Incorporate prayer at end of conclusion into closing prayer.

If you are combining your next lesson and a CC talk, remind participants that your next session is a Connect Coffee; a perfect opportunity to invite a friend to meet new women, watch an inspiring video and join in an inviting discussion!

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
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This week you will be showing TTD Connect Coffee Talk 4, and discussing Lesson 12, Jesus, the King. We recommend that you watch the video as a group, then review highlights of the lesson. This could also be divided into two sessions if desired.

INTRODUCTION

Leader NOTE: Invite women to open their Bibles to John, Chapter 12 and their study guides to Connect Coffee Talk 4.

Leader PLAY: TTD Talk 4 is accessible via free online streaming from WWP website, purchased DVD or download. Participants can follow the outline in their guides. Discussion questions are covered in the lesson review.

DAY ONE

John 12:1-11

Group SHARE: Q1 and Q2

Leader ASK: Q3, asking for volunteer to read aloud Galatians 1:10 and John 12:42-43

Leader ASK: Q4 A (factual), quickly


Leader NOTE: Invite women to reflect on all the QYHs in this lesson during next personal prayer time.

DAY TWO

John 12:12-19

Leader READ: Introduction to Q1

Group SHARE: Q1

Leader ASK: Q2

Group SHARE: Q3 A, Q3B

Group SHARE: Q4 (allow extra time for this response as many may want to respond)

DAY THREE

John 12:20-26

Leader ASK: Q1

Group SHARE: Q2 A, Q2B (allow extra time for this response)

Group SHARE: Q3A, Q3B, quickly

DAY FOUR

John 12:27-36

Leader ASK: Q1A and Q1B

Group SHARE: Q1C

Leader ASK: Q2, Q3A, Q3B, volunteer to read Note after Q3B

Leader ASK: Volunteer to read 1 John 4:4, Ephesians 1:18-20, 1 Corinthians 10:13 and then respond to question.

DAY FIVE

John 12:37-50

Leader ASK: Q1

Group SHARE: Q2

Leader NOTE: Q3 is for personal reflection, responses not to be shared

Leader NOTE: Prayer in QYH can be used as a closing prayer for this lesson.

CONCLUSION

Invite women to note the first paragraph of the Conclusion as you will probably not have time to read all.

VERSE STUDY

Skip review for this week if you viewed the Connect Coffee talk during the same session.

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS

Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to. Incorporate prayer from Day 5 QYH into closing prayer.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook

©Walking with Purpose. Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE Invite participants to open their Bibles to John 13. Ask volunteers to read introductory paragraphs.

DAY ONE    John 13:1-4
Leader ASK Q1 (factual)
Group SHARE Q1 B
Leader ASK Q2, volunteers to read aloud cited verses and describe God’s love for us based on these verses.
Leader ASK Q3
Leader ASK Q4A, Q4B,
Group SHARE Q4C, Q4D
Leader NOTE QYH can be incorporated into closing prayer for this lesson.

DAY TWO    John 13: 1-17
Leader ASK Q1
Group SHARE Q2, Sharing phrases in quote from St. Gregory (noted in CCC 1216) that are meaningful to them.
Group SHARE Q3A
Leader NOTE Q3B and invite participants to silently reflect on this question for a few minutes, not to share.
Leader ASK Q4A and Q4B (factual)
Leader NOTE Encourage participants to revisit QYH, beautiful reflection about God’s greatness, on their own

DAY THREE  John 13:18-30
Group SHARE Q1, all parts
Leader READ Intro at Q2, Ask Q2A
Group SHARE Q2B
Leader READ Q2C, either for group to share or for silent reflection, based on dynamics of group
Leader ASK Q2D, ask volunteer to read verses aloud and respond
Leader ASK Q3, “How is John described in John 13:23? Are words reflective of a personal relationship with Jesus Christ?”
Leader ASK Q4 (factual)
Leader NOTE Share when Sacrament of Reconciliation is offered at your parish and invite women to receive this month; consider organizing group to participate together and if interested, speak with your pastor to let him know.

DAY FOUR    John 13:31-35
Leader ASK Q1 and Q2 (factual)
Leader ASK Q2B
Group SHARE Q3 and Q4
Leader ASK Q5 (factual)

DAY FIVE    John 13:1-38
Leader ASK Q1, Q2, Q3 referring to answer key for insights to expand on responses
Group SHARE Q4
Leader READ QYH aloud to group, encouraging them to reflect on this during their personal prayer time

CONCLUSION
Leader ASK Volunteer to summarize the overall message of the Conclusion.

VERSE STUDY Remind women of verse study and to try on their own, referring to appendix for instructions

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to. Incorporate QYH prayer from Day 1 into closing prayer.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
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INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE Invite participants to open their Bibles to John 14. Ask a volunteer to read the first two paragraphs of the introduction aloud.
Leader READ Paragraphs 4 and 5 of the introduction.

DAY ONE  John 14:1–6
Leader ASK Q1 (factual)
Group SHARE Q2 (two questions)
Leader ASK Q3
Leader ASK Q4A and Q4B, refer to the answer key for additional insights
Group SHARE Q5, ask volunteer to read Acts 4:12
Leader READ First two paragraphs in QYH, inviting participants to highlight and reflect upon during their personal prayer time.

DAY TWO  John 14:7–14
Leader ASK Q1 and Q2 (factual)
Group SHARE Q3
Leader ASK Volunteer to read aloud John 14:13 and then respond to question
Leader ASK Q5 (factual)
Leader NOTE Encourage participants to practice spiritual exercise noted in QYH during their personal prayer time.

DAY THREE  John 14:15–26
Leader ASK Q1 (factual), quickly
Leader READ Intro to Q2, ask volunteer to read 1 Peter 1:14–15 and Hebrews 12:14, then ask, “What is the standard of holiness that God requires of us?”
Leader READ Entire text for Q3, asking volunteer to read aloud John 14:16–17
Leader ASK Q4

DAY FOUR  John 14:27–31
Leader ASK Q1
Group SHARE Q2
Group SHARE Q3
Leader ASK Q4, reading aloud John 14:29
Leader ASK Q5, referring to answer key for further insights
Leader NOTE Reflection in QYH can be incorporated into closing prayer for your session.

DAY FIVE  John 14
Leader ASK Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, referring to the answer key for further insights.
Leader READ QYH aloud to group, encouraging them to reflect on this during their personal prayer time

CONCLUSION
Leader ASK Volunteer to read

VERSE STUDY
Leader NOTE If you have time, review the verse study together (John 14:27)

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own to commit to. Incorporate QYH prayer from Day 4 into closing prayer.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE  "The story shared here is one to which many of us can likely relate." ASK participants to open their Bibles to John chapter 15. Read the last two paragraphs, inviting women to underline St. Augustine quote

DAY ONE  John 15: 1-5
Leader ASK  Q1, Q2 A & Q2 B (factual)
Group SHARE  Q3 asking for personal insights regarding pruning as revealed through these verses
Group SHARE  Q4, noting answer key for additional insight
Volunteer ASK  Q5 and have women underline John 15:5 and Galatians 5:22-23 in their Bibles
Leader READ  Last four sentences in QYH aloud for personal reflection

DAY TWO  John 15: 6-11
Leader ASK  Q1 & Q2
Group SHARE  Practical ways we can abide from Q3, allow extra time for sharing
Leader ASK  Q4
Leader READ  First line in QYH, encourage participants to reflect on entire section during personal prayer time

DAY THREE  John 15: 12-17
Volunteer ASK  Q1 A and Q1 B
Leader ASK  For insights from Saint Jose Maria Escriva passage
Group SHARE  Q2 A & Q2 B, referring to answer key for additional insights and information
Leader READ  First and last lines of QYH

DAY FOUR  John 15: 18-27
Leader ASK  Q1
Group SHARE  Q2, looking at how both verses say we should respond
Leader ASK  Q3 & Q4 (factual)
Leader NOTE  The commandment to love one another can be difficult, but God gives us the strength if we ask for it

DAY FIVE  John 15
Group SHARE  Q1, Q2 & Q3 encouraging women to continue to reflect independently
Leader ASK  If a volunteer would like to share the prayer of Brother Lawrence (as written in QYH) in their own words

CONCLUSION  Volunteer READ

VERSE STUDY  Share insights from the verse study of John 15:5, if time allows

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Invite women to turn a resolution into a prayer request for this week.

If you are combining your next lesson and a CC talk, remind participants that your next session is a Connect Coffee; a perfect opportunity to invite a friend to meet new women, watch an inspiring video and join in an inviting discussion! After the session, send an email reminder.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook

©Walking with Purpose. Inc.
This week you will be showing TTD Connect Coffee Talk 5, and discussing Lesson 16, Jesus the Intercessor. We recommend that you watch the video as a group, then review highlights of the lesson. This could be divided into two sessions if desired.

INTRODUCTION
Leader ASK Women to open their Bibles to John 16 and their study guides to Connect Coffee Talk 5.
Leader PLAY: TTD Talk 5 is accessible via free online streaming from WWP website, purchased DVD or download. Participants can follow the outline in their guides. Discussion questions are covered in the lesson review.
Leader ASK “What stood out to you from the Introduction?”

DAY ONE
John 16: 1-11
Leader ASK Women to call to mind the personal experiences from Q1 (not to be shared aloud)
Volunteer ASK Q2 A
Group SHARE Q2 B
Leader ASK Q3 (factual)
Volunteer READ two paragraphs that follow Q3 aloud
Leader ASK (for reflection) “Do you believe that at times you try to do the work of the Holy Spirit?”
Leader READ QYH

DAY TWO
John 16: 12-24
Leader ASK Q1, Q2, Q3
Leader ASK Q4: “Does anyone want to share insights learned in Romans 8:18 and 2 Corinthians 4:16-18?”
Leader NOTE Ask how we can experience joy described in QYH (John 16:24) when we shift our focus.

DAY THREE
John 16: 25-33
Leader ASK Q1
Group SHARE Q2, Leader NOTE answer key for supplemental insights
Q3, highlighting Hebrews 4:16 as to how we’re to approach God
Volunteer ASK Q4 and read CCC 1808 aloud
Leader ASK “How are we able to grow in fortitude, as illustrated in the QYH?”

DAY FOUR
John 17: 1-19
Group SHARE Q1, Q2
Leader ASK Q3 A, referring to CCC 1268 & 1270
Q3 B & Q3 C
Leader NOTE QYH and invite women to pray every day this week for the bishops of the Catholic Church

DAY FIVE
John 17: 20-26
Leader ASK Q1 & Q2 (factual)
Group SHARE Q3 & Q4, sharing personal thoughts and insights from CCC 821, 818 and 819
Leader ASK “How can unity and radical love for one another change the world as it did in the early Church?”

CONCLUSION
Leader READ Last three lines of Conclusion, beginning with, “But let’s never give up the fight for unity…”

VERSE STUDY Skip review for this week if you viewed the Connect Coffee talk during the same session.

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Encourage participants to select a resolution or create their own. In closing prayer, ask for unity in the Body of Christ and for God to show us how to live this.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook

©Walking with Purpose, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Leader SHARE  This week we’ll look at John 18, Jesus’ religious and civil trials. ASK women to open their Bibles to John 18.
Leader NOTE  Encourage women to pay attention to the details of Jesus’ trials compared to Jewish law, and His reaction.
Leader READ  Second to last paragraph that begins, “Whenever we are mistreated…”

DAY ONE  John 18: 1-11
Leader ASK  Q1, Q2, and Q3 noting the answer key for additional insight.
Volunteer ASK  Q4, then READ QYH

DAY TWO  John 18: 12-27
Leader ASK  Q1 & Q2 (factual)
Leader READ  paragraph following Q2
Leader ASK  Q3 & Q4 A
Group SHARE  Q4 B
Leader ASK  Q4 C
Leader READ  QYH

DAY THREE  John 18: 28-32
Leader READ  paragraph before Q1 then ASK Q1 A
Leader ASK  Q1 B, be prepared to share an example if needed or point to paragraph following Q1 B.
Leader ASK  Q2 & Q3
Leader READ  paragraph following Q3
Group SHARE  personal insights from QYH section

DAY FOUR  John 18: 33-38
Volunteer ASK  Q1 A & Q1 B
Leader ASK  for insights from Saint Josemaria Escriva quote at Q2
Group SHARE  Q3 A
Leader ASK  Q3 B
Leader NOTE  Q4 is for personal reflection. Ask a Volunteer to READ aloud Proverbs 2:3-4
Leader ASK  “Do you agree with QYH, When we rely on ourselves, we often end up bound by worry and fear…”

Leader ASK  Q 1, Q2 A, Q2 B
Leader READ  Paragraph at Q3 and NOTE questions at end are for reflection during personal prayer time
Leader READ  QYH

CONCLUSION
Leader ASK  “What stood out to you from the Conclusion?”

VERSE STUDY
Leader ASK  For volunteers to share personal application responses from verse study (John 18:37)

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Invite women to turn a resolution into a prayer request for this week.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE Invite participants to open their Bibles to John 19. ASK volunteers to read the introduction aloud.

DAY ONE
John 19:1-3
Leader ASK Q1 (factual), then read paragraphs that follow.
Group SHARE Q2 and Q3
Leader NOTE Invite participants to reflect on QYH during their prayer time this week.

DAY TWO
John 19:4-11
Leader ASK Q1 and Q2 (factual)
Group SHARE Q3
Leader ASK First question in Q4
Leader ASK Volunteer to read aloud CCC 600 and respond to question following. Refer to answer key for additional insights.
Leader NOTE Prayer petition at the end of QYH can be worked into closing prayer at the end of the session.

DAY THREE
John 19:12-16
Leader ASK Q1 (factual), quickly
Leader ASK Q1B
Leader ASK Q2
Group SHARE Q3
Leader NOTE Q4 is very personal, read aloud and encourage women to reflect upon their response, not to share.
Leader NOTE Read aloud QYH and incorporate petition into closing prayer.

DAY FOUR
John 19:17-27
Group SHARE Q1
Leader ASK Q2, Q3A
Group SHARE Q3B
Leader ASK Q4 (factual), quickly
Leader ASK Q5
Leader ASK Volunteer to read QYH aloud

DAY FIVE
John 19:28-42
Leader ASK Q1
Leader ASK Q2A asking volunteer to read aloud Romans 6:3-4
Leader ASK Q2B, asking volunteer to read aloud 1 Corinthians 6:19
Leader ASK Q2C, asking volunteer to read aloud CCC 616
Leader ASK Q3
Leader READ QYH

CONCLUSION
Volunteer READ

VERSE STUDY Ask volunteer to share her personal application of the verse study

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives; allow extra time this week to acknowledge Christ’s incredible sacrifice.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
INTRODUCTION
Leader ASK Participants to open their Bibles to John 20. Ask a volunteer to read the last two introductory paragraphs.

DAY ONE  John 20:1-10
Group SHARE Q1
Leader ASK Q2A (refer to the answer key for additional insights throughout the lesson)
Group SHARE Q2B
Leader ASK Q3
Leader ASK Q4A, Q4B
Leader ASK 5, ask a volunteer to read Matthew 28:2-4 and 11:15 aloud
Leader NOTE Invite participants to reflect upon the QYH message during their prayer time this week.

DAY TWO  John 20:11-18
Leader ASK Q1 and Q2A (factual)
Group SHARE Q2B
Leader ASK Volunteer to read aloud introduction to Q3 and then respond
Leader NOTE Prayer of thanksgiving in QYH can be incorporated into the closing prayer at the end of the session

DAY THREE  John 20:19-23
Leader NOTE There are many opportunities to read aloud during this lesson. If short on time, you may want to highlight main points rather than reading aloud each section noted
Group SHARE Q1
Leader ASK Q2A
Leader ASK Q2B, reading aloud Ephesians 2:14
Leader ASK Q4, reading aloud John 20:22 and CCC 788
Leader ASK Q5
Leader READ QYH

DAY FOUR  John 20:24-29
Leader ASK Q1, reading aloud CCC 449
Leader ASK Q2
Group SHARE Q2B, volunteer reading aloud Hebrews 11:1,6 and 2 Corinthians 5:7
Leader READ Introduction to Q3
Group SHARE Q3A, Q3B, Q3C, allowing extra time for women to share testimonies
Leader NOTE Invite participants to reflect upon the QYH message during personal prayer time this week

DAY FIVE  John 20:30-31
Leader ASK Q1, referring to the answer key for further insights
Leader ASK Q2
Group SHARE Q3, allowing extra time for multiple responses to each question

CONCLUSION Volunteer READ

VERSE STUDY If time permits, share some personal applications of verse study.

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Incorporate prayer from Day 1 QYH into closing prayer.

If you are combining your last lesson and a CC talk, remind participants that your next session is a Connect Coffee; a perfect opportunity to invite a friend to meet new women, watch an inspiring video and join in an inviting discussion!

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
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This week you will be showing TTD Connect Coffee Talk 6, and discussing Lesson 20. We recommend that you watch the video as a group, then review highlights of the lesson. This could also be divided into two sessions if desired.

INTRODUCTION
Leader NOTE: Invite women to open their Bibles to John, Chapter 21 and their study guides to Connect Coffee Talk 6. Consider using Psalm 51 as opening prayer for this session.

Leader PLAY: TTD Talk 6 is accessible via free online streaming from WWP website, purchased DVD or download. Participants can follow the outline in their guides. Discussion questions are covered in the lesson review.

DAY ONE John 21:1-3
Leader ASK Q1 (factual), quickly
Group SHARE Q2
Leader ASK Q3
Leader NOTE: Invite women to reflect on all the QYHs in this lesson during next personal prayer time.

DAY TWO John 21:4-14
Leader ASK Q1
Group SHARE Q2 (refer to the answer key for further insights)
Leader ASK Q3

DAY THREE John 21:15-19
Leader READ Text at Q1, then ask group to respond to question
Leader ASK Q2 and Q3
Leader NOTE: QYH petition can be incorporated into the closing prayer for this lesson.

DAY FOUR John 21:15-19
Leader ASK Q1
Group SHARE Q2A and Q2B
Group SHARE Q3A and Q3B
Leader NOTE: Invite participants to reflect on the message in QYH during their personal prayer time this week.

DAY FIVE John 21
Leader READ Introduction to Day 5
Leader ASK Q1, asking for volunteers to respond to specific verses
Leader ASK Q2, asking for volunteers to respond to specific verses
Leader ASK Q3
Leader NOTE: Q4 contains personal questions. The dynamics of your group should guide you in deciding whether this should be a group share or if you should encourage women to reflect silently.

CONCLUSION Leader read aloud to group

VERSE STUDY Skip review for this week if you viewed the Connect Coffee talk during the same session.

RESOLUTIONS & PRAYER REQUESTS
Resolutions provide the opportunity to apply what we have learned to our daily lives. Incorporate prayer petition from QYH Day 3 into closing prayer.

Review self-assessment found in your WWP small group leader workbook
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